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A classic from the author of The First Phone Call from HeavenMaybe it was a grandparent, or a

teacher, or a colleague. Someone older, patient and wise, who understood you when you were

young and searching, helped you see the world as a more profound place, gave you sound advice

to help you make your way through it.For Mitch Albom, that person was Morrie Schwartz, his college

professor from nearly twenty years ago.Maybe, like Mitch, you lost track of this mentor as you made

your way, and the insights faded, and the world seemed colder. Wouldn't you like to see that person

again, ask the bigger questions that still haunt you, receive wisdom for your busy life today the way

you once did when you were younger?Mitch Albom had that second chance. He rediscovered

Morrie in the last months of the older man's life. Knowing he was dying, Morrie visited with Mitch in

his study every Tuesday, just as they used to back in college. Their rekindled relationship turned

into one final â€œclassâ€•: lessons in how to live.Tuesdays with Morrie is a magical chronicle of their

time together, through which Mitch shares Morrie's lasting gift with the world.From the Trade

Paperback edition.
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I read this book after hearing so many good things about it and the TV movie based on it. It's a very

quick read - I finished it in two days, which is unheard of for me! The book is basically about Morrie

Schwartz, a history professor at Brandeis University, who has been diagnosed with ALS (Lou

Gehrig's Disease) and is dying. A former student, Mitch Albom, who had become a fairly well known

sports writer, heard about his teacher from an interview with Ted Koppel on Nightline and decided to

pay a visit. This visit soon turned into regular meetings - on Tuesdays - since at the time there was a

strike at Albom's newspaper. Albom plots Morrie's declining health, which is quite depressing, but at

the same time imparts Morrie's wisdom. One definitely can get a sense of what the important things

in life are from someone who has little left, but Morrie is particularly eloquent and seems to carry an

upbeat dignity to the end. Sometimes it takes the wisdom of a dying man to jog us enough to realize

that human relationships and health are more important than all the gadgets, modern conveniences,

pressures to get ahead professionally and monetarily combined. This is just the main point that

Morrie starts "teaching" Albom and getting through to someone who, like many of us from time to

time, have gotten obsessed with the real trivialities of life. The only complaint I have about this book

is that it wasn't longer. I wanted to take more time and savor the wisdom and sweetness of this old

man, but, like his illness's swiftness, reading the book seemed to go by all too quickly.

This book is a best seller and continues to stay on the best seller list because in my opinion most

people down deep understand the truth of Morrie's basic philosophy that people living exclusively in

a materialistic world generally do so to replace what they feel is missing from their lives even though

they may not be consciously aware, at the moment, of what precisely is "missing." What is missing ?

I found part of this answer in a general sense in this book. I found even more precise and concrete

answers in the book An Encounter With A Prophet. I highly recommend both of these books to

anyone seeking to find out why they seem to continue to feel something is missing from life.

This book has had more impact on my life than anything else I've ever read, by far. It's a reminder to

appreciate the simple, little things in life. It's a reminder that when you're dead, the things you've

accumulated and the things you've done will disappear. What will remain is the ways that you've

affected or touched other people.This is a simple book with simple messages.Live fully and in the

moment. Treat others with respect, kindness, love, and dignity. Seek joy.However, these messages

are easily lost given the constantly increasing pressures we all face. This book is a guide to a way

that you can live your life where you'll be able to look back at the end and feel peace and



contentment.I've given copies of this book to many people that I know. I encourage you to read this

book and do so with an open mind and heart.

The summer after my high school graduation I was wondering why I felt as though something was

missing. My view of life had become that of Mitch's, fast paced. In my rush to go on my senior trip

and off to college I had forgotten the true meaning of family and friendship. Before leaving for school

a dear friend gave me this book. As I began reading, I could not stop. Tuesdays With Morrie

portrays the true meaning of life in such clarity that made me want to reach out to people (family and

friends) of whom I had not been as close to as I would have liked. This book taught me to open my

heart to people I hold dear and to consider dear my 'enemies' as well. It doesn't matter if you are

rich or poor, you truly only need to love and to allow yourself to be loved. When ever I feel as though

I'm losing touch with the importance of my life, I begin to read this book. Immediately after putting

the book down I alway want to call my parents. They are the people closest to me and they are also

the people who have made me and will continue to make me who I am yet to become (like Morrie

and his father, mother, and step-mother). I do however find it a shame that Morrie did infact die, yet

he made his death our inspiration. The lessons taught in this book are beautiful and I hope his book

continues to guide me in my trying times. Allow it to guide you through your life, and pass on the

book to a loved one.

Three novels have moved me to tears this year--East of the Mountains, The Triumph & Glory, and

this wonderful book, Tuesdays with Morrie. It is about facing life's difficulties with honesty and

courage, friendship, and farewell. Ten stars and a grateful thank you to the author.

Unfortunately, I read this book 2 years ago--less than a year after my Mom died of ALS. When I

read it, all I saw was the dreaded disease and someone coping with death. It helped me alot, but I'd

like to read it again to get the other message that it celebrates LIFE! What a great story. If I could, I

would buy 100 copies and give them out to anyone who was frowning, grouchy, or simply needed a

lift! A great present for ANY occasion or no occasion at all!
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